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VOL LX.

MOUNT VERNON, OHIO: THURSDAY. JULY 23, 1896.

NO. 12.

Depression
of Spirits
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MONEY TO LOAN I
TO LOAN, on first mortgage
securities in auras not less than S 1,000
MONEY
Titles examined and nbstracis furnished.

Farm land for sale. Law office, A. It MeINTIRE, opposite Court House, Mt. Vernon
Ohio.

i mucusuM

Inhabited byQueereat Peo
ple on Enrtli.

so common in summer-time,
accompanied by loss of energy, Wonderful Feats of Mngie
lack of thought-power, means
Perlorined by Them.
a deficient supply of nourish
ment. The vital force is lost. This Odd Race Live applly on a
It isn’t a question of muscle and
Lonely Island in Bering Straits—
sinew, but of resistance and
They Number Only 180 Souls- Des
endurance. At any age, but
cription of Their Lives Given by a
especially in youth, it involves Sea Captain.
the risk of lung disease. Loss
of flesh and a cough are threat
[New York 8uu.]
ening signs.
“The strangest island in the world,”

l’lillt ESSKIML CARDS.

W. E. GRAN T,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW.

FFICE Room No. 2, Woodward Opera
House Building, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
oci3l tf

O

M. K. GOTSHAI.B,

well as we do here. Did you ever hear
of another people like them? If I had
not seen them I would find it hard to
believe that they actually existed.”
FOR TWENTY-FOUR YEARS

1

$1.50 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE

POINTS

KILLED BY A MOTH.
Insects Caused the Death of an Ital
ian Princess.
[ Washington Star ]

TUBHEDJOJTONL

On the Oreat Issue of the
Recent murder mysteries serve to re FomiM of Women Ukc
call that of the Princess Caravella, a
Day.
C'liiNeled Marble.

He Could Not See, Hear Nor Speak,
sigularly lovable woman, who met with
But He’s All Right Now.
a violent death at Naples.
[Waynesburg, (Penn.) Special Pittsburg The Money Question dear*
The Princess had been entertaining a Strange
Dispatch.]
ly Presented,

The village of Grayville, this county,
has developed a strange case as viewed
from a medical standpoint, namely: that
of a man who had lain upon his bed 24
years, during a great part of which time
he was blind and speechless and some
times unable to hear, but can now walk
about with the aid of crutches, and his
eyesight, voice and hearing are all re
stored. This man is Asa McClelland.
He was a soldier in the late war, being
a memberl of Company C, Eighteenth
Pennsylvania Cavalry, and will be re
membered by many of his old com
rades.
In the early part of the seventies he
was taken ill and became bedfast. He
lost the use of his body and finally sunk
into a half conscious state, during which
he lost both eyesight and power to
speak, and for a time could not hear.
Some time before his illness his mind
liecame temporarily affected and he at
tempted to take his life by shooting.
The ball struck him near the base of
the brain, but failed to penetrate the
skull. But little injury was done ap
parently by the wound, and he went
about for several months afterward.
After he became ill his case bafHed the
aid of physicians.
Much of the time he would lie upon
his bed with his head and entire body
under covers. He would show no sign
of recognition, and his victuals were
frequently pushed under the covers
within his reach, and thus he ate
enough to sustain life. This lasted dur
ing a period of about 24 years. After
the first few years old acquaintances
ceased their visits and he almost drop
ped out of their remembrance.
He now relates the following strange
story: A short time ago he felt strength
suddenly return to his body and had an
impulse to arise. He tried to do so and
found that he could get up. About the
same time he found his eyesight restored.
He had not uttered a sound for years,
but the thought occurred to him to
make an effort to speak and he found
his voice restored.
His first attempt to walk was by rest
ing his hands upon the back of a chair
and pushing it along, butlhe now uses
crutches. He had forgotten many
words, and these were taught him just
as a little child is instructed. In the
same way he was taught to read again.
Everything was new to him. He how
ever remembered the names and faces
of former acquaintances.

In the Form of Questions and Ans
wers Bearing on Some of tho Phases
Most Discussed—-Something You
Should Cut Out and Keep for Refer
ence in this Campaign.

[Cincinnati Enquirer.]

party of friends at dinner at the Cara
vella Palace, aud, as she had promised
to attend a ball toward midnight, she
went to her bedroom to lie down for a
few minutes’ rest to refresh herself for the
dance.
At 11 o’clock her maid entered the room
to awaken her, whereupon the Princess
asked her to return a little later, and 20
minutes afterward, when she returned,
the girl found her mistress still lying on
her bed with’scarcely a muscle of the
face changed, but stone dead, with the
mark of a tiny bullet in the region of
the heart.
The maid’s shrieks quickly brought
the Prince and the whole household to
the room, and within 10 minutes the
judicial and police authorities arrived.
It was clear that no stranger had fired
the shot, since the bedroom was situated
on the third floor, and no one had
entered the gates of the palace between
the hour of 10 and midnight
At length the Prince was arrested on
a charge of having murdered his wife
with the little pistol which lay by her
side on tho table, and one chamber of
which was empty, color being lent to
the accusation by the fact that he was
notoriously jealous.
His trial resulted in acquittal,partly in
consequence of an extraordinary piece
of testimony which was produced in
Court by one of the police officials. The
testimony he related was this: A couple
of days after the murder,on the removal
of the seals from the doors of the bed
room, he made a careful investigation
of the apartment and had found on the
floor by the beside one of those enorm
ous night moths, the bodies of which are
almost as thick as a man’s thumb, and
which abound in Italy. He declared
that the moth’s wings were badly singed,
as if had flown against the candle that
stood on the table by the bedside. He
produced the moth in Court, and then
proceeded to point out to the Judges
that some of the powder of the insect’s
wings was apparent on the black ebony
and gold stock and trigger of the little
revolver which had been found on the
table with which the shooting had been
done. He then called the attention of
the Judges and jury to the phenomenal
facility with which the trigger yielded,
and advanced the argument that the
Princess had been murdered by the
night moth, which, he alleged, must
have flown into the room, attracted by
the candle light, and falling with singedl
wings onto the table, had discharged
the revolver in the violence of its con
tortions.

Discovery in
Jewish Cemetery.

Upon the Removal of Bodies from
an Old to a New Cemetery Some
Marvelous Revelations Were Pre
sented, the Like of Which Were
Never Seen in Petrifaction.

[Sail Francisco Bulletin.]

In removing the graves from the old
ttorney-at-law, Real Estate and
Jewish
Cemetery in the city to the
said the Captain of the U. S. S. Bear, “is
L(
Home of Peace, seven bodies perfectly
to loan. Office—Banning Building, Mt.
King’s Island, 2,500 miles northv.r-st of
Vernon, Ohio.
28marty
What is meant by free coinage of
petrified into sculptured figures have
here and 120 miles off the coast of Si
silver?
been discovered, and the indications are
beria. It lies almost in the middle of
Free coinage means that the mints are
that more will be found partially or
of Cod-liver Oil, with the hypo Bering Straights,almost equidistant from
W. M. KO OXS.
thrown open and bullion is converted
completely turned to stone.
the
Asiatic
and
American
shores.
It
is
phosphites, meets these cases
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW.
into coin without charge to the owner.
During the summer over 1,700 bodies
FFICE over Knox County Savings
perfectly. It tones up, fattens inhabited by 186 of the queerest people
The holders of gold bullion have that
have
been taken from Giboth 01am, on
Bank, Mt Vernon, Ohio.
novi if
I ever set my eyes upon. The inhabit
and strengthens.
privilege, and so did the owners of
Nineteenth street, and removed to the
ants comprise men, women and children
You have run up against a Good Thing.
silver bullion before the act of 1873.
In Scott’s Emulsion the taste
Jewish cemetery at San Mateo. Many
A. K. MdYTIRF,
of all ages, and, besides these, there are
of these were buried as early as ’49 or
of
the
oil
is
fully
disguised,
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELLOR AT
numerous dogs of all degrees except
What is meant by the ratio of lb to 1?
LAW.
’50, and the gravediggers expected to
making it almost as palatable high. The island is little more than a
Answer—In a period of 400 years re
FFICE opposite the Coart House. Mt
find the boxes containing only a few old
as milk.
rock rising out of the storm-tossed
Vernon, Ohio.
Iftjan94
liable statistics show that with slight
hollow hones. Ordinarily, after lying in
For sale at 50c. and $1.00 by all druggists.
variations, or oscillations, the relative
Scott & Bownk, Mfg. Chemists, New Yorl waters of the ever turblent straits. It is
the grave so many years, only the hair,
about a mile long and half mile wide,
H. I). Criychfield.
H. C. Devin.
product of silver and gold mines from
hich often grows after death, and the
and its sides are so precipitous that they
C'riteli field A Devin,
year to year has been 16 pounds of sil
bones
remain. To the great surprise of
ttorneys-at-law. office over
are cliffs.
ver to 1 pound of gold. This being the
those who were engaged in disinterring
Stauffer's Clothing Store, North side
“Almost in the middle of the island
fact, our constitution having provided
Public Square, Mt. Vernon, O.
Uj.«n94
the bodies, the boxes were unusually
and nt the South side is an indentation
that both should be money metals, Con
heavy, as if weighted with stone. On
made
by
the
rushing
waters.
This
is
ex

W. C. Cooper.
Frank Moore
gress fixed the ratio of their coinage to
opening the boxes and the inclosed
panded
into
a
funnel-like
hole,reaching
COOPER A MOORE.
correspond as near as possible to the
The best reason in the world why
coffins
it was found that, instead of a
ttorneys at law. office 112
into the island and out at the top at an
ratio of their production. Hence it
few ashes, hair and bones, the perfectly
= some things sell so well is because they ==
Main street, Mt. Vernon. 0.
angle approximating 50 degrees. The
is that the silver dollar contains 371}
preserved form of the corpse was re
= are good. That is one reason for the £5
Money to Loan.
Insurance to Sell.
hole is 180 feet deep, and during stormy
grains of pure silver, and the gold dollar
tained in stone. All the features are
I have been a midwife for many weather the natives let down a rope and
C. W. McKee.
Got A- WrIomt.
contains 23.2 grains of pure gold. The
= great sales of “BATTLE AX,”
preserved in perfect outline, and the
years, and in each case where “ MOTH
McKEE & WRIGHT,
quantity of either silver or gold is pure
ERS FRIEND" was used it accomplished wo drag up the seals, walruses and other
But good quality is only half the story.
garments were petrified around the
ENERAL I NSC RANCE AGENTS. Of
ly arbitrary.
ddfs and shortened labor and lessened pain. It sea animals which they have taken. It
corpse as if they had grown there.
fice 8. W. cor. Public Square and
is on these animals that the natives sub
is
the
best
remedy
for
RISING
OF
THE
Higli street.
Some of the bodies are the purest
BREAST known, and worth the price sist They are very expert in taking
What is meant by flat money?
hite, and as complete as if turned out
for that alone.
them, as well as great whales, which
All money,whether of gold, silver,cop
by a sculptor'b chisel. Others were less
Mrs. M. M. Brewster, Montgomery, Ala. they do not fear to attack, and, in fact,
per, nickel or paper is “fiat.” Money is
PHYSICIANS.
perfect and some of them were discolor
secure as trophies of their prowess.
created by law, and is not in any sense a
Sent by Express or mall, on receipt of price,
ed as if by clay or by some coloring
natural product. Gold money is as
St.00per Lottie. Book "To Mothers" mailed They hunt all these animals in their
matter that had been in combination
it. E. R. EGGLESTON,
free.
kyaks—boats so stout and skillfully
much fiat money as paper money. It
Office and Residence, 211 North Main
ith the mineral deposit that formed
BRAOFIELD REGULATOR OO., Atlanta, Qa. made that, though they arc often tossed
street. Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
deprived of its money use there is
the fossil. It is impossible to tell the
SOCT BY AX.I. DRCa&KTa.
Office Hours —2 to 4 p. m.
over and over the surf, they are never
enough gold on hand to supply the arts
Telephone calls—Horae company, No. 39;
degree of solidity or depth of the stone
wrecked and are speedily righted. The
Bell company, No. 32.
and manufactures for the next 50 years.
crust, as the sanctity of the dead cannot
boatmen sit with their feet in holes in
Having imparted to it the money use its
be invaded even for scientific purposes.
the boats, clad in water-tight walrus
value is determined by the fiat of
CON A RD, M. D.,
Some of the bodies were badly broken,
skins. These boats will put off success
government.
the hard shovel in digging up the box
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
11«
fully where the ordinary boat would not
Office in the Woodward Block. Resi
having ruthlessly broken through the
dence—Gambier 8 reet.
live a minute.
What is the official and estimated
bodies and scattered them into frag
M IO A LCEHTEN
Office Hours—8 to 10 a. m., 2 to 4 and 5
amount of gold and silver in the
“But about the catch of these walruses
AWAR0E0 BV^^°R2^g^C0MMISS
to 8 p in.
24aprly
ments, so that there are half petrified
world?
and other animals and the strange is
third
petrified, and all degrees of par
The Director of the United States
land. The natives have scooped out
tially petrified bodies, the other portions
JOHN E RUSSELL, XI. D.,
Mint,
in
response
to
a
congressional
THE BEST WASH BLUE IN USE. queer receptacles on both sides of the
of which are either crumbling dust and
committee's request, reports that the
SURGEON AND PHYSICIAN,
entrance on the ledge. These are so
stone ashes or mere nothingness, from
Office—West side of Main street,four doors
gold
and
siver
used
as
money
in
all
na

cool that they are natural refrigerators,
north of Public Square, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
having in some mysterious way escaped
the American Ball Blue and in these they store the bodies of the
tions is:
Telephone No. 74.
the mineral deposits.
Residence—East Gambier street. Tele
Of gold..............................$3,727,018,869
animals for use. There are about 20 oi
is not poisonous or injurious to health
Strange to say, all the petrified bodies
phone 73.
29sept87
Of
silver
............................
3,821,571,346
or fabrics. It is the delight of the laund
these receptacles or refrigerators, and
are those of women. This probably has
ress, aids in bleaching’ and gives the
there is nearly always a supply of meat
Total........................... $7,548,590,215
washing a rich and elegant hue. Be
something to do with the cause of death.
THE BREECHES LEGEND.
I)R. GEORGE B. BUNN,
in them, so that the chances of starving
ware of imitations. Ask your grocer for the
The difference in the amount of gold
Some medicines taken in the last rich
JT>HY3ICIAN AND SURGEON,
at any time are comparatively scarce.
Here is a Little Story Which is Run and silver used in making the world’s
ness have such an effect on a corpse
AMERICAN
BALL
BLUE
Room 3, Rogers’ Block, 111 South Main
“On the right side of the island above ning Through the French Papers.
Don’t think that your liver needs that decomposition sets in immediately.
exchanges
is
only
$94,552,477
more
of
and he sure you get the genuine
8treet, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
treating if you are bilious. It don’t. In this case the body would probably
[New York Sun.]
silver than gold.
All professional calls by day or night In order to make room for our Fall purchases of goods article, which has a red stripe in the is the village of the Indians. It is a
queer town, whose miniature houses are
promptly responded to.
June
middle of the package.
Who will wear the breeches, the hus
The total gold coin and bullion used It’s your stomach. That is, your stom fall to pieces before it would be possible
made of walrus skins stretched on light band or the wife? That is the grave as money is $2.51 per capita. The total ach is what really causes the biliousness. for the deposition of minerals to take
frames. The ground is so rough that the problem which is presented and re-pre of silver coin and bullion used as money It has put your liver out of order.
place. One of the bodies is particularly
T. BRST COTTON,
little skin abodes are arranged one sented in many households. The man amounts to $2.58 per capita, or seven
See what’s the matter with your stom beautiful,with the wrinkles in the knuc
VETERINARY SURGEON.
tbove the other, like houses in a mining naturally wants to preserve this attribute cents per capita more of silver than of ach.
professor of Veterinary Dentistry.
kles and the foldB of the flesh in the
Residence 408 East Front street. Of
camp on the mountain side. In the dis of verility, but the woman, forgetting gold.
Sick stomach poisons liver and then stouter portions of the body perfectly
fice corner Main and Front street, Mt. Ver
tance they look small and fragile, but the vows that she made at the altar, fre
there’s trouble. Shaker Digestive Cor preserved. It lias been reconsigned to a
non, O.
of perfect health is the
Examinations free. Home telephone
they are full of people and active as bee quently endeavors to capture this em How many countriea use only gold dial cures stomach and then all’s well. grave in the Home of Peace Cemetery
No. 228.
person who uses Para=*
hives. From the tossing waves where blem of authority in the home. The as money? How many use only sil That’s the case in a nutshell.
with a fine concrete coping and a beau
gon Tea. The complex the Bear lay the catacomb-like refriger struggle is sometimes long and bitter, ver? How many have the double
Shaker Digestive Cordial is no secret. tiful monument. It seems a pity that
standard,
using
both
gold
and
silver
ators and the village present a novel ap and the ardor of the combatants is easily
Formula’s on every bottle. But it’s the so much sculptural beauty should be
ion clears and pimples
as primary money?
pearance.
simple,
honest way it’s made, the honest
understood
when
one
thinks
of
the
prec

disappear
as
if
by
magic
The COAST LINE to MACKINAC
The gold countries are 11 in number, Shaker herbs and other ingredients of hidden far underground, with the possi- .
The island, although a sort of repub ious prize that is to be handed over to
bility of disintegrating acids in its new
under its influence.
as follows:
----- HhTAKE THE < '< - ■
lic in its government, is ruled by a few the victor.
which it is composed, that make it so soil undoing the work which year3 in
Brazil.
Great
Britain.
There is nothing bet
medicine men, each of different degree
efficacious.
The singular metaphor, always used British Possessions. Siberia.
Giboth 01am cemetery have effect
ter for the bowels, liver
of importance. The medicine men in the plural sense, is to be found in all Denmark.
Any real case of indigestion and bil ed.
Norway.
hold their positions by their remark languages, and it goes back to the thir German Empire. Portugal.
iousness can be cured with a few bottles
and kidneys than is this
Another petrified body is that of a
Egypt.
Sweden.
able
feats
of
legerdemain.
Many
of
Shaker Digestive Cordial. Try it.
teenth
century,
when
Huges
de
Piaucele
mixture of pure, fresh
woman who died in childbirth, with her
Turkey.
people have gone to see Herr wrote the queer legend, “Sire Hain at
Sold by druggists, price 10 cents to baby on her breast. The baby, as well
The countries using only silver are 17 $1.00 per bottle.
herbs.
mann and Blitz also in his lifetime, Dame Anieuse.”
No Goods charged. Everything CASH. Prices
as her mother, has been perfectly pre
MACKINAC marked in plain figures. No deviation from these bus All druggists sell it, »5 cents. For free and have wondered at the feats they Sire Hain was a tailor, and was one of in number, as follows:
served,
and its little hand still nestles
sample, address S. R. Feil & Co., Chemists,
DETROIT
Austria
Hungary.
Belgium.
Anna Funaiman of Wooster, who was
have seen them perform. But I under the most patient of men. Unfortunately
iness rules will be allowed. We herewith give you a few Cleveland, O.
against her bosom. They are not, how
Bolivia.
Costa Rica.
PETOSKEY
to
have
married
Tom
Reed
of
Ashland
take to say that none of these professors for him, his wife was alllicted with an Guatemala.
Honduras.
samples of the amazing prices, which will convey but a Sold at H. M. Green's Drug Store
county, killed by the cars four week ago, ever, white, but a kind of drab or gray
CHICAGO
of the black art have performed more ungovernable temper.
Nicaragua.
Salvador.
has married his brother, John.
dust color from the clay in which they
2 New Steel Passenger Steamers small idea of the true values:
China.
Columbia.
marvelous things than I have seen these
At last the tailor got out of patience.
had been buried. It is probable that
What
you
want
when
you
are
ailing
India.
The Greatest Perfection vet attained in Boat
BOYS’ KNEE PANTS.
barbarian medicine men do there. For “Tomorrow morning," he said, “I will Ecuador.
BOYS’ LONG PANTS SUITS.
Con.trucl.on — Luxurious Equipment. Artistic
had they been carefully washed they,
is
a
medicine
that
will
cure
you.
Try
Mexico.
Peru.
Purniihing, Decoration and Efficient Service, $2 46 worth........................................ $4.75 15 cents, worth....................................... 25cents
instance, I have seen one of these medi throw my breeches down in the yard Russia.
Tripoli.
insuring the highest degree of
Hood’s Sarsaparilla and be convinced of too, would be of a marble whiteness.
2.98 worth........................................ 5.00
cine men take a man and lay him on a and then we will go downstairs, and Venezuela.
COMPORT, SPEED AND SAFETY. 3.48 worth........................................ G OO 31 cents, worth....................................... 50cents
A third body in an almost perfectly
its merit.
43
cents,
worth
.......................................
75
cents
table, and take a big knife and stick it whichever one of us succeeds in recoverTwelve countries,including the United
Four Trip* per Week Between
5.86 worth........................................ 9.0C
fossilized state is that of an old woman
Thieves
at
Steubenville
robbed
Wil

makes
mince
pies,
fruit
cake
right into him to the handle. The man them first will be boss of the house States, have the double standard, using
MEN’S SUMMER UNDERSHIRTS
Toledo, Detroit ^Mackinac LAUNDERED COLORED SHIRTS.
liam Doepke of three watches, three oi 70. She was a large, heavily-built
and pudding possible all the
would writhe, turn pale, gasp and die. Dame Anieuse accepted the challenge both gold and silver, as follows:
PETOSKEY, “THE 300,” MARQUETTE,
revolvers, money and silverware to the woman, and was apparently petrified
AND
DRAWERS.
I year ’round. Always fresh, alAND DULUTH.
Then the medicine man would withdraw with delight, and invited her neighbor, United States.
amount of $115 and a large amount of from head to foot. But on striking her
France.
46 cents, worth.............................75 cents
LOW RATES to Picturesque Mackinac and
'ways in season. Always good,
19 cents, worth............................ 35 cents
clothing.
his knife, go through a few incantations, Simon, and her friend, Mrs. Aupais, to Argentine Republic Greece.
Return, including Heals and Berths. Prom
legs below the knees they were found to
39
cents,
worth
............................
75
cents
(that’s the reason. Accept no
Cleveland, $i8; from Toledo, $15; from Detroit,
CHILDREN’S SUITS.
Cuba.
fumble over the victim,and in a moment be the judges of the combat. At the ap Chili.
f«3-5o.
crumble
like rotten redwood, while
Hayti.
Italy.
'
substitute.
Sold
everywhere.
79
cents,
worth
............................
$1
50
EVERY EVENING
he would get up and go about, sound as pointed time the combatants appeared Japan.
MEN’S PANTS.
Send Dime and address for booklet, "Mrs. PopNetherlands.
98 cents, worth............................ 2 00
above
the
knees she was altogether hard,
kins’ Thanksgiving.'’ by a noted humorous writer.
Between Detroit and Cleveland $1.42 worth........................................ 2.50
ever. I have also seen them pluck out in the yard, and the struggle for the Spain.
Switzerland.
59 cents, worth............................. $1.00
resisting stone.
MKKRELL-HOn.F. CO.,
Connecting at Cleveland with Earliest Trains
rabbits,birds
and
other
forms
of
animal
75 cents, worth............................. 1.50
Syracuse, N. V.
2.86 worth........................................ 5.00
breeches began. It was a long battle,
On another woman the garment iu
for all points East. South and Southwest and at
98 cents, worth............................. 175
life from impossible places. They and the description of it given by the
What countries have the great bulk
Detroit lor all points North and Northwest.
which she had been buried is petrified
OVERALLS AND JACKETS.
$1.50 worth........................................ 2.25
Sunday Trips June, July, August and September Only.
of
the
gold
and
silver?
would do things before your eyes that poet occupies uo less than 180 verses.
“ Merit talks” the ■■■
| |
2.00 worth........................................ 3.00
around her like the cloth that enwraps
23 cents, worth....................................... 40cents
EVERY DAY BETWEEN
intrinsic value of
I
I
were marvelous to us and to all the na Dame Anieuse came very near captur The United States, it is
39
cents,
worth
.......................................
50
cents
a roll of butter. The difference between
Cleveland, Pubin»Bay $ Toledo
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oi
gold
.....
$
702,018,869
Hood
’
s
Sarsaparilla.
■
dl
WORKING SHIRTS.
tives, who believe implicity in the super ing the prize, but in the struggle she
Of silver............................
482,071,364 Merit in medicine means the power to the clothing and its covering is distinct
feud for Illustrated Pamphlet. Address
natural powers of their medicine man. tumbled into a big basket and got fast
18 cents, worth............................ 40 cents
LAUNDERED WHITE SHIRTS.
A. A. 8CHANTZ. o. e. a.. DCTROIT, MICH.
cure. Hood’s Sarsaparilla possesses actual ly marked, like the drapery of a statue,
But the strangest thing I saw hap ened in it with her feet in the air. She
Total..... ..................... $1,184,090,233 and unequalled curative power and there although they have petrified into each
43
cents,
worth
.....................................
75
cents
MEN’S HEAVY COTTON SOCKS.
Its Detroit and Clevelan»l steam Nay. Co.
pened on board my ship one day. There cried for assistance, but the husband The United Kingdom,gold $ 550,000,000 fore it has true merit. When you buy
other.
3 cents, worth.............................. 10 cents
MEN’S SUITS.
were about 100 of the natives aboard. took advantage of her unexpected po- Silver................................. 100,000,000 Hood’s Sarsaparilla, and take it according
The process of fossilization has taken
$2.98 worth...................................... $ 6.00
to
directions,
to
purify
your
blood,
or
One of the natives, a girl, fell down with 8>lion, and put on the breeches, or rath
MEN’S STIFF HATS.
comparatively short time. These
Total.......................... $ 650,000,000 cure any of the many blood diseases, you
3.48 worth...................................... 7.00
a hemorrhage and vomited blood all er what remained of them, for the prec
5.98 worth...................................... $.00 38 cents, worth............................... $1.00
France
has of gold........... $ 900,000,000 are morally certain to receive benefit. seven bodies were all buried somewhere
around. The blood came from her ious garment had suffered considerably Silver.................................. 700,000,000
6.98 worth...................................... 10.00 75 cents, worth............................... 1.56
FACTORY PRICES.
The power to cure is there. You are not between nine and twenty-five years
lungs in streams. She was lying there in the melee.
9.96 worth...................................... 15.00 98 cents, worth............................... 2.00
trying an experiment. It will make your ago.
Total.......................... $1,600,000,000 blood pure, rich and nourishing, and thus
on the deck as pale as death, and
The judges declared that the wife was
-o-----The names of the women whose
thought myself that she would die there, conquered; but she was not willing to Germany has of gold...... $ 500,000,000 drive out the germs of disease, strengthen
TO
features seemed determined to preserve
Silver
..................................
145,000,000
so I rushed a man off to get Dr. Yea yield until they threatened to leave her
the nervee and build up the whole system.
for all eternity, have been kept in
mans, the Bear’s surgeon. Before the in her unenviable position.
Total.......................... $ 645,000,000
strictest
secrecy, for many people claim
doctor could get there the chief medi
Ever afterward she was an obediant India has of silver............ $ 900,000,000
v SAVED
BREAKS UP A COLD.
ing
to
be
relatives would ask for a redis
cine man rushed out, and, going to the wife.
WHEN ,OU BUY A
China has of silver.......... 700,000,000
interment, and the greedy scientists
HEALS
CURES
girl, he blew first into one ear and then
France is pre-eminently a silver coun
would not let them rest iu the home of
Cuts,
Colic, 1
into the other, and then tapped her on
$1OO REWARD. $1OO.
try, and yet she has nearly as much gold
peace. The old Jewish cemetery may
BICYCLES SENT ON APPROVAL. Send tor Catalogue.
the
chin,
and
she
got
up
and
was
all
The
readers
of
this
paper
will
be
Burns,
Cramps.’
as England and Germany together.
Second-hand wheels from $20 to $40.
suddenly become of great geological
right again, and she began dancing pleased to learn that there is at least one
Is the best, hi fact—the One True Blood Purifier.
Bruises,
Diarrhoea
.
value, now it is known the wonderful
WM. GRAH, COLUMBUS, O.
Prepared
only
by
C.
I.
Hood
&
Co.,
Lowell,
Mass
around
on
the
ship,
as
healthy
and
ac

dreaded disease that science has been
What wan the act of 1873?
5ci • x.hes,
Flux,
tive as though there never had been the able to cure in all its stages and that is
purge, pain or process of fossilization is favored by its
The
act
of
1873
dropped
silver
coin
Bites of
Hood’s Pills
Cholera
fats. 25c. soil, and that here nature is playing the
least thing the matter with her. And, Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is the age and transferred the measuring unit
Animals and
sculptor with the human dead.
Morbus,
mark
you,
this
wasn
’
t
two
minutes
from
only
positive
cure
now
known
to
the
of all values from the silver to the gold
Miss May Shoemaker, an attractive
CLEVELAND
Bugs,
etc.
Nausea,
TO
medical fraternity. Catarrh being
the time she had the hemorrhages,
dollar, virtually demonetizing silver by 18 year-old girl, daughter of John Shoe
Last summer one of our grandchildren
_________
BUFFALO.
Changes of
never Baw anything so marvelous in my constitutional disease, requires consti depriving it of its function as primary maker, proprietor of a Columbus danc
Tastes Good,
ing academy, attempted to drown her
life. There was all the blood before me tutional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure money and taking away its legal tender self Wednesday night. After being was sick with a severe bowel trouble.
DAILY LINE BETWEEN
Water, etc.
Smells Good.
is taken internally, acting directly upon quality. Instead of permitting silver to rescued, she slipped away from her Our doctor’s remedies had failed, then we
on the ship. too.
CLEVELAND mid TOLEDO,
SOLDI EVERYWHERE.
I. & D. Rosenthall, Prop’s. Opera House Block,
tried Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera, and
the blood and mucous surfaces of the be a money of redemption, as it had rescuers, and has not been found.
“
The
tribe
of
Indians
have
lived
there
Via “C. & B. LISE.”
25c. and 50c. Per Bottle.
system,
thereby
destroying
the
founda
Diarrhoea Remedy, which gave speedy
from time immemorable. They have tion of the disease, and giving the pa been from the foundation of the Govern
Mrs. M. C. Marks, 81; Mrs. Christian
50c. size 2’i times larger than 25c. size.
Cor. Main and Vine Sts., Mt. Vernon, O.
Steamers “City of Buffalo,” (new)
relief.
We regard it as the best medi
been
bom
there,
and
on
the
island
they
Gasche,
71:
John
Pifer,
75;
Solomon
NO RELIEF, NOSPAY.
tient strength by building up tne consti ment, it was made a credit money
“State of Ohio” anti “State of New York”
Myers, 67; and J. It. Anstutz, 68, old cine ever put on the market for bowel
bury
their
dead.
The
Indians
are
notution
and
assisting
nature
in
doing
its
quiring
a
redeemer
as
fully
as
a
greea
DAILY TIME TABLE.
HERB MEDICINE CO.,
residents of Wooster and vicinity, are complaints.—Mrs. E. G. Gregory, FredSUNDAY INCLUDED AFTED MAY 30m ids, and leave the island every sum work. The proprietors have so much back or bank note. Only fractional dead.
Mrs. Gasche lived to bury her erscikstown, Mo. This certainly is the
Springfield, - - Ohio.
faith in its curative powers, that theyLv.Cloveland.7:3rt p.M, I Lv. Buffalo,
730TX
mer,
with
the
exception
of
a
few
house

silver
was
provided.
entire family, husband and three sons
Ar. Buffalo. 7:30 A M; | Ar. Cleveland, 7:30 A M
offer One Hundred Doilare for any case
'-2kkeepers, and don’t come back till Sep that it fails to cure. Send for list of tes
Mr. Meyers lived all his life and died on best medicine ever put on the market
Central Standard Time.
for dysentery, summer complaint, colic
the
farm where he was born.
tember. They go to the mainland on timonials.
THE FACT THAT WE HAVE NOW IN STOCK
Take the “C. A B. Line” steamer* and enjoy a
Are any United States bonds pay
MUDDY COMPLEXIONS.
refreshing night's rest when euroote to Buffalo,
and
cholera infantum in children. It
Address, F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, able in gold?
A COMPLETE LINE OF
both sides, wandering about like our
A temporary injunction was allowed
Niagara Full*. Toronto, New lork, Boston.
never fails to give prompt relief when
Albany, ',000 Islands, or any Eastern or Cana
O.
Monday
night,
restraining
the
A.,
B.
American
Indians
used
to
do
on
the
All United States bonds are payable
S-A-N-A-D O-R Skin Soap brightens
dian point.
S®“3old by druggists, 75c.
C. railway from erecting a passenger used in reasonable time and tho plain
3Uid beautifies the complexion. It is prairies, only these live largely in their
Dally Excursion* Weekly to Niagara Falls.
in “coin.” Until the present Adminis station at what is known as the Public
printed directions are followed. Many
Bend 4 cents postage for tourist pamphlet.
especially beneficial for “ muddy” tem- kyaks, while they hunt for seals, wal
For further information ask your nearest Cou
At the trial at Bellaire of John John tration the Government exercised the square at Northfield center. The plain mothers have expressed their sincere
ploxions, Bpeedily developing a pure, ruses and whales.
tiff
is
George
L.
Bishop,
who
claimed
pon Ticket Agent, or address
son, who was charged with the murder option of paying in gold or silver. The
brilliant and health-tinted skin. Jt is
4. P. I1KKW IT,
T. P. XEWMAM.
“The strange rock in the sea which is of Jack Cunningham, he was acquitted present Secretary of the Treasury holds that he is owner of the land on which gratitude for the cures it has effected.
a thorough purifier; speedily removes
Wen’lPas* Aet.
O.n’l Manager.
Cleveland. 0.
OptiOn is with the bondholder— the company intends to build the station For sale by druggists,
tho evil effects of injurious cosmetics, the abode of these natives is about 30 on the ground of justifiable homicide.
Cunningham
had
shot
Johnson
s
moth-1
miles
from
Port
Clarence.
I
relieved
and the skin is made smooth and soft
hs can demand gold or silver.
AND A HANDSOMER LINE OF PIECE CLOTHS
Holmes county prohibitionists have
by its continued use.
them twice when they had been reduced er and sister on a shanty boat.
HAS NEVER GRACED OUR TABLES.
broken up their party organization, and
8-A-N-A-D-O-R Skin Soap is street, to a point bordering on starvation.
have indorsed the new national party
Philip Duffy, unmarried, aged 25
Bucklen s Arnica Salve.
STEVENS A CO.,
mild, antiseptic and emollient. It is
It’s a settled fact that we have more than double tne variety of
“I cannot see but that these natives on
movement. The following county ticket
who
has been missing since midnight of
Tha
Beat
Salve
in
the
world
for
Cuts
always
soothing
and
refreshing.
It
is
all other tailoring establishments combined can show, conseuqentwas named: Probate judge, E. G.
DKALEItIN
the only antiseptic soap in the world that rude rock in bleak and distant Ber Bruiaes, Sorea, Ulcera, Salt Rheum, Fever the Fourth, was found on the beach
iy we cannot fail to please you with something btth STYLISH
Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains, near Huron, Tuesday morning, by some Stimulate the stomach.
■ ■■
Chandlers; auditor, Albert Aultman,
that is absolutely free from all mineral ing Straits are as happy as any people I Sores,
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positive
rouse the liver, cure bilious_ I I
AND DESIRABLE.
prosecuting attorney, Geo. W. Hull;
poisons. Price 25c. per cake, Prepared have ever known. Their children are ly cures Piles, or co pay required. It ir boys. His features were badly swollen ness,
heartache, dizziness.
I
I
I
W
,
surveyor, Jas. E. Gray; commissioner,
by S-A-N-A-D-O-R MEDICAL CO., 10
■
1
1
W
'
guaranteed to give satisfaction or money re- and discolored, but were recognizable sour stomach, constipation, ■
( HA*. A DEBMODY
as
joyful,
apparently,
as
ours,
and
in
all
and 12 Vandewater St., New York City,
• funded. Price 25 cents per box. Foreale It is supposed that he walked or fell into etc. Price 25 cents. Sold by all druggists. Frank Miller; infirmary director, Jas.
C l t"n Ware hi tie, Lo’T’-U- M tin street
J The only PUU to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla Allison.
respects the people seem to enjoy life as bv Geo. R. Baker Son's.
22fab-lv t the river early Sunday morning.
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The great slaughter sale which we in
augurated on May 2, and in which was em
braced the stock of Leopold, Hess & Co., oi
Philadelphia, and which we purchased from
the Trustee, under an order of the Common
Pleas Court, at 33| per cent, less than the
appraised value,

BALLfTBhUE

WILL BE C03TIMED UNTIL SATURDAY, AUG. 1ST,

We give this timely notice in order
that all may have an opportunity to take
advantage of the greatest sale of clothing
ever known in the history of the county,
before it closes. We purchased an immense
quantity of the clothing, and although our
sales have been enormous, there are still
remaining some of the most desirable arti
cles that were included in the stock. Re
member that our regular stock is also in
cluded in this sale.

I

The Enquirer receives daily scores of
letters asking the questions which will
be found answered below:

A Living
Picture

NONESUCH
MINCE MEAT

Merit

HIGH GRADE BICYCLES

$25.00
$30.00

GRAH SPECIAL BICYCLE

You will find in everydepartment of our
establishment a reduction corresponding
with the few prices herein presented, which
gives you an idea of the bargains to be ob
tained at this slaughter sale.
This great sale will positively close on
Saturday, August 1st.

Hood
’
s
Sarsaparilla

$2.50

WE WANT TO IMPRESS l-POX VOIR MIADS

*

u

French, English, Scotchand German

Flour, Feed, Seeds, Poultry

Hood’s

l ard rid-*. »8pec:uily wilh beglnne»B. The
“Title Democratic idea has been that
cause? are rough loads, fast riding, Oort
The Ohio Farmer, published at Cleve if you legislate to make the masses
t ,e inflated too highly, handle bar low, to
land, is an agricultural newspaper that prosperous their prosperity will find its
tha* the weight is thrown on it, aud a loose
has a circulation of about 70,000 among wav up and through every class and
^r pnfthe hanrlea.
rest
upon
it.
”
—
William
J.
Bryan.
Mt. Vernon Wins Game
the farmers of Ohio anti adjoining
'The rented es are a careful softening of
FRANK HARPER.
states. The proprietor and publisher is
the front lire, raising the handle-bar, riding
from Bladensburg.
Judge Hoxvaiid, of Sarby county, Ne
more slowly, and doing leas of i', and last
Editor and Proprietor. M. J. Lawrence, who formerly had braska , made the nominating speech for
ly. gripping the hand around the bar. s >
large interests in Colorado, and who lias Bryan for Cougress in 1890. The judge
that the weight does not come on the ‘heel'
Wolverton
at
His
Home
in
for many years been an anient fiee said in part; ‘‘Nominate this modern
$l. »0 PER AXN'l M IX ADVANCE.
of the hand."
silver man. The Farmer is not a politi Patrick Henry, who, I believe, has been
This City.
cal sheet in any sense of the wool. It miraculously called to lead a despondent
AX OKIlIXAXCe
SO. 5, MOXUMENT SQUARE.
is the organ of the fanners.
jteople and party to better days.” Judge Manager Foutz, of the Brooklyn*.
For several years past the Farmer has Howard, you are a prophet.
Authorizing the annexation of certain con
Has Troubles of His Own—“Jonah”
been preaching the gospel of silver to
HOME TELEPHONE CALL NO. 8S.
tiguous territory therein described to
Prize Offered in a Bicycle Race —
SO THE FRIENDS OF EACH METAL—A
its readers, and it has done a great deal
It is amusing to read the list of “boltthe city of Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
AX bat tbe Average Bicycle Girl Re
CAN BE PLEASED AT OUR ST0TE...............
to solidify the agricultural portion of ig” Democratic papers in the Republi
mount umi, onio.
ECTION 1. Be it ordained by the city
gards as the Most Essential.
Ohio and adjoining states to the white can press. Many of said bolting news
council of the city of Mt. Vernon. Ohio,
SThat
the annexation to the city of ML Ver
metal.
papers ore recognized independent pa
non, Ohio, of the territory hereinafter de
THURSDAY MORNING..JULY 23. 1896.
For Wa H1VE BEEM and Will Still CONTINUE to pay a 20 Per Oent. Premium in Merchandise,
McKinley and Hanna have just pers, which means that they are run by
The Bladensburg team met defeat on their scribed be and the same is hereby au
to-wit:
awakened to the fact, and it now tran Republicans for gain, and under the owu grounds last Saturday at the hands of thorized.
The following described real estate, situ
on Either Metal, Silver or Gold Certificates,
ate in the state of Ohio, and county of Knox,
spires that a conference among the name of “Independent” in order to at the Greys, after a short but exciting game and
being a part of lot No. 7. in the 2d quart
DEMOCRATIC TICKET.
managers has been held over this Ohio tract Democratic readers under false The game was marked with quick and er of the 6th township, range 13; also a part
of the 1st quarter of said township and
Farmer situation, and methods have prt teuces- They always “l>oh” the snappy playing, as it took but an hour and range, and more particularly described as
thirty-five
minutes
for
the
nine
innings.
follows, to-wit:
For President,
been fully discussed as to how that Democratic ticket before tbe election.
Beginning at a point on the corporation
Both.teams showed up well, as the error line
WILLIAM .1. BRYAN,
of the city of Mt. Vernon, Ohio, near the
paper can either l>e brought into line
column will ii.dicate, though the Bladens northeast corner of lands now owned by
Of Nebraska.
Jam?s Rogers, and on the line between said
with the Republican platform, or at
The issue is drawn, and we have our burg team could not bunch their hits lands and land now owned by H. A. Streeter:
For Vice President,
4ni th3 Throng That Visits Our Store Will Bear Us Out in the Assertion. Oome and See Us.
least made to keep still till after elec choice in this campaign between the enough to make many runs, while the thence south 4 degrees. west along said
ARTHUR SEWALL,
corporation line 12.07 rods to the northeast
tion.
Of Maine.
American financial system for the Greys’ base tunning was poor. March corner of James Rogers’s northern addition;
north KA degrees, west 29.06 rods to
It was decided that there was no use American people and an English finan pitched an excellent game for the Greys, thence
the northwest corner of said addition;
For Secretary of State,
in going to Lawrence, the editor, direct cial system to be forced upon us. Those keeping tLe hits well scattered and allowing thence south 4% degrees, west 76.1M rods to
the southeast corner of lands owned by
CHILTON A. WHITE,
ly, for he is very firm in his opinions on who believe in running this government but two men to walk to first. Edwards, the McKibben heirs: thence north 85% degrees,
of Brown County.
west
62.63 rods to the east line of Maple
Bladensburg
piicher,
put
up
a
good
game,
this subject, but a systematic plan has on the European plan should go and
Xorlli-Kasl Cor, Pub. Square.
thence north 5 degrees, cast
Judge of Supreme Court,
though the Greys found little trouble in avenue:
1.23 rods; thence north 86 degrees, west
been
evolved
by
which
a
great
many
E. J. BLANDIN,
legislate with the Republican party. If hitting him, as they bunched their hits in 11.82 rods; thence south 5 degrees, west
letters will be sent to the editor of that I mistake not the patriotism of the peo the eighth fjr tlnee runs. Harry Chase had 1.25 rods to the northeast corner of
Of Cuyahoga County.
original Water-Works park; thence north
paper from alleged subscribers and ple whose patriotism has never been on his batting clothes, getting three nice 85 degrees, west 29 rods to the east
Dairy and Food Commissioner,
of Owl creek: thence north 30 degrees,
PATRICK McKEOWN,
others, finding fault with bis position appealed to in vain, there can be but safe hits out of four times at bat, and his bank
east along said bank 10 rods; thence 10% de
Of Hamilton County.
east 20 rods: thence north 15% de
and demanding that a change of policy one issue to this campaign and but one work behind the plate was good, having grees.
grees. east 15 rods; thence north 8 degrees,
Member Board of Public Works,
eight
putouts
without
an
error.
Nesbit
west
to
rods: thence north l»4* degrees, east
be
inaugurated.
result.—William J. Bryan iu his speech
WILLIAM BEAUMONT,
12 rods; thence north 41V4 degrees, east 11
played a good game behind the bat for rods;
Editor Lawrence was talked to the to his old neighbors in Salem, 111.
thence north 54 degrees, east 12 rods;
Of Licking County.
“Long Runs,”getting eight chances with thence north 45 degrees, east 14.40 rods to the
REPORT OF THE CONDITION
other day in regard to the matter. He
of Waste race: thence south 85 de
out an error, as well as using his wagon center
east 4.72 rods along the center of said
For Congress,
said:
or THE
Senator Calvin S. Brice was met in tongue for a two bagger. As Roberts, tbe grees,
race; (all the following corners are along
JOHN B. COFFINBERRY,
“I suppose that Hanna and McKiu New York a few moments after the new6
the
center of said • race,
excepting K\GY XATIOXAL BASK
first baseman of the Greys, could not play, the last one in this tract); thence
Of Lorain?
ley are worried. So am I. I have a of Bryan's nomination had been re his position was handled by L Smith, who south 41% degrees, east 22.16 rods;
thence south 71%
degrees, east 5.40 of Mt. Vernon, in the State of Ohio, nt the
No. 20 N. Main Street.
line
institution
here.
The
good
will
and
For Common Pleas Judges,
ceived. “What about the ticket, Sena had not played with the G-eys in any « f rods; thence north 51 degrees, east 20 rods;
cLse of business, July 14, 1896.
thence north 70 degrees, east 7 rods; thence
advertising patronage of this paper are tor?” was asked.
JOHN DAVID JONES,
their games. There is talk of giving him a south
RESOURCES.
46% degrees, east 13 rotis; thence north
worth much. I depend absolutely upon
degrees, east 20 rods; thence south 58 Linns and Discounts.................. $129,914 29
of Licking:
"Bryan’s nomination does not sur regular place on the team. M Baker, one 87%
degrees, east 14.10 rods: thence east 4.t5O Overdrafts.seeured end unsecured
We Keep + + +
322 34
the farming population. For years the prise me,” said he. “His nomination of the oldest players of Bladensburg, held rods: thence north 494* degrees, east 10:90
EMMETT M. WICKHAM,
U.
S.
Bonds
to
secure
circulation
23.000
00
rods
to
the
northeast
corner
of
lands
now
was
about
the
wisest
one
the
party
could
down
first
for
them
in
a
creditable
manner,
rural population have been getting
of Delaware.
by James Rogers; thence south 4 de Stocks, securities. &c...................
9,000 00 Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera
have made. He is a wonderfully strong though his batting was light. J. Hamilton, owned
grees. west 1.93 rods to the place of begin Furuimreand fixture"..................
worse and worse off. They are unable young
760 00
and Diarrhoea Remedy.
man. There are no personal or the G-eys’ shortstop, played a good came, ning. and containing about 52% acres.
to get anything worth speaking of for political scandals attached to his name,
Also the following described real estate in Due from National Banks (not
Iliaine’» Prophetic Speech.
Reserve Agents)............
2.607 40
having
eight
chances,
while
his
batting
was
the aforesaid county and state, and being in
[Jami* G. Blaine, in U. 8. Senate. 1880.]
their crops, and they cannot pay the and I think lie is one of the brightest
l.flO 47 . A Full Line Munyon’s Rem
quarters 1 ami 2 of township 6, range 13, and Due fiom Slate banks and bankers
* I believe the struggle now going on in interest ou their indebtedness. In my and best men in the Nation. He is not good, knocking a home run with two men lying south of Gambier street in Mt- Vernon, Due from a oproved reserve agents 16,335 10
edy
Ohio, and north of Owl creek, being more Checks ami other cash items........
on
bases.
Hall,
who
played
‘
short''
for
the
2i7 !*» I
this country and in other countries for n
an Anarchist, nor is he a Socialist.
described as follows, t<>-wit: Notes of other National Banks • 15,000 00 ,
single gold standard would, if successful opinion this has largely come from the However strongly I may be against his other team, did good work, getting three particularly
Beginning 'at a point on the east line of
Dr. Scribner’s Tonic Bitters
produce widespread disaster in and thrcuuh condition into which our money has financial views, I must concede the fact hits with a to'al of five bases out of five Adams street 12 feet south of the southwest Fractional paper currency, nickout the commercial world. Tbe destruc
elsandcents............................
69 7a|
corner of lot No. 190 in Norton’s southern
and Liniment Curo.
lion of silver as money, and establishing been put by legislation. I am utterly that some of his arguments are incon times at oat. R. Hamilton and Livingston, addition to Mt. Vernon. Ohio; thence south Lawful Money Reserve in Bank.
degrees and 55 minutes, west 42.18 rods:
gold as the sole unit of vain-, must have
viz:
Stiecie,
$14,200
00;
Legal
tired to sec this country bow down to trovertible. He is the brainiest man who held down second base, each played a 51
thence south 86 degrees and 55 minutes, west
ruinous effect on all forms of proi>erty ex
tender notes. $11,000 00......... - 25,200 00 j A Full Line of Diamond and
west of the Mississippi. I was in the fine game, accepting'many chances without 6.92
rods to a stone: thence south 46 degrees,
c-pt times investments which yield a fixed the money power of Europe and worship Senate when he was on the other side of an error. Capt. Severns drew two safe hits west 15.76 rods to the north bank of Owl Retlemption fund with U. S.
Magic Dyes.
Treasurer 5 per cent, circulation 1,035 00 !
at
the
shrine
of
Wall
street
I
believe
creek:
thence
north
85J*
degrees,
west
49.28
return in money. Those would be enor
the Capitol. His record in Cougrtss
mously eubaneed in value, aud would gain that the free and unlimited coinage of waa an enviable one. lie had the re out of four times at bat. Mavis, the center rods; thence south 85 degrees and 50 min
utes,
west
21.42
rods;
thence
north
32
de

Total.................................... $224,951 31 i Rosin---In Large Quantities
a disproportionate and unfair advantage
fielJer for Bladensburg, captured two fly’s grees and 5 minutes, west 13.54 rods; thence
over every other species of property If a silver will help the agricultural classes, spect of both parties.
north 42 degrees aud 50 minutes, west 18.60
LIABILITIES.
for Your Sealing Wax.
that
would
have
resulted
in
two
baggers,
the most "reliable statistics attirm. there ate and that being so, it is my duly to tell
rods to a post: thence north 50 degrees,
as well as using the stick for two safe ours. west 16 rods; thence north 724£ degrees, west Capital Stock paid in.................. $ 50,000 00;
nearly 17,000.000,000 of coin or bullion in
The Banner has stated that even New Silcott, who watched the central part of the 14.52 rods; thence north 86% degrees, Surplus fund..............................- 6,500 00
the world, very equally divided between them so, and do all in my power to
27.28 rods: thence north 44* degrees, Undivided profits, less expenses
gold aud silver, it is impossible to strike educate them along the lines that are York, with all its goldbug influence to field for the Greys, got a hard fly and a long west
east 35.70 rods to the center of Gambier
and taxes paid...........................
312 3> Our Ice Cream Soda and Phos
silver out of existence as money without for their best interests. If the farmer the contrary, is very likely to go Demo drive that would probably have done much street extended; thence south 844* degrees,
east along the center of said street 4X38 llatiot a! Bank notes outstanding 20.700 00
results that will prove disiressit g to mill
rods: thence south 44* degrees, west 10.66 Due to other National Banks.... 4.256 98
ions and utterly disastrous to tens of thou* cannot get money for his crops he can cratic this year. The statement was toward two scores for the Bladensburg rods
phates are of the best.
; thence south 843* degrees, east 54 rods to Due te State Banks and Bankers.
739 33
J. Baker, the left fielder of the the west
sands.
made on the assumption that Wall team.
not
afford
to
take
my
paper.
He
will
line of Jackson street: thence south Dividends unpaid.......................
90 00 j
“I believe gold and silver coin to be the
5
degrees
and
20
minutes,
west
36
74
rods
to
Bladensburg9, brought in the two runs for
money of the constitution; indeed, the mon not patronize the advertisers who go street is not New York state, and that
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Boys Calf Boots,
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Men’s Button and
Lace Shoes, reduced
from $2.50 to SI.
Ladies’ Bright
Grain Lace Shoes, re
duced from SL50 to
75 cents.
Infants’ Shoes, 5
to 10 cents.
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Ralph Wislion, alia* John Kay, Once
Thirsted for Military Glory.

a sudden death.

Samuel Albert, a contractor. living at 108
East Rogers street, died suddenly at the
residence of Dr. C. K.. Conard, East Gam
bier street, Friday morning. Death result
ed from loss of blood produced by hem
orrbages. He had been ill for several days
prior to his death and during Thursday
night suffered several hemorrhages. Friday
morning he drove down street and made
some purchases at the hardware store of CA Bope. While in the store he suffered
another hemorrhage aud was removed to
the residence of Dr. Conard. where he died
a few moments later. Deceased was horn
in Coshocton, May 29, 1838, but removed to
this county while a young man. He was
married to Miss Sarah Phillips February 1,
1860, four chiIJren being born. He is sur
vived by his wife, and two children, Mrs
Charles A. Mitchell, of this city, and Chas
Albert, of Marseilles, Ill- The funeral oc
curred Sunday afternoon.

WAS A CUBAN SOLDIER.

i JULl WIDDIHG.

John Ray, the burglar and would be

Will Hold Annual Insti murderer, who was last week sentenced to Miss Anna Martin and Mr.
fifteen years in the penitentiary, for shoot
Frank Fudge,
tute August 3-7,
ing Officer Laudeibaugh with intent to kill,
appears to have been a man with a remark

In (lie High School lloom able career. His real name is Ralph Wish- Are United in Marriage
on, and was released from the penitentiary
Wednesday Evening.
in this City.
on the 14th of last September aud went to

REPUBLICAN ROW.

Prosecutor Ewing Gets the Local
Ring Into His Hair.
Prosecutor Ewing has again stiried things
up in the Republican ring that controls the
public service about the Knox county
Court Hohse by deciding that the County
Commissioners are not required to furnish
tuel for the connty jail. As the matter now
stands, the Sheriff receives fifty cents per
day for boarding prisoners. The law regu
lates the price to be paid for such board by
stipulating that it shall not be less than
forty-five nor more than seventy cents per
day. When the Prosecutor's decision be
came known, there wss a mighty howl.
That legal geDtleman saw that he was “up
against it.” Then he reconsidered his de
cision aud added that the Commissioners
might make a new contract with the Sheriff
at a rate sufficiently higher than fifty ceuts,
that the excess would equal the amount
required to furnish fuel. For beating the
devil about the bush, these Kuox county
Republicans are certainly eutiiled to the
entire bakery.

COliBI ADJOUBKLD.
Wednesday (lie
Day
of (lie May Term.

Short Session Will he Held
in August.

$545 69.

Adaline Weaver recovers $149 69 from M.
P. Martin et at.
In the case of Frank Sutton against
Frank Perkins, an appeal case, Dan Shad*
wick, a Justice of the Peace, was ordered to
certify up to the court a complete and per
fect tranr-cript of the proceedings.
Continuances—Wm. B. Ransom against
Kittle B Ransom; Josephus S. Tilton
against Daniel M. Tilton; C. W. McKee
against Mary Kunkle: M. J. Davis against
City of Mt. Varnon; Hockett Bros. Puntenny Co., against Win- Balmer; Sarah L.
Dalrymple against George B. Bunn; C. E
B<-eny against Jane Been): Ruth Grant
against Lauren E Grant; Eugenie B. Aler
against Chas. E. Aler; Christian Shaffer
against Sarah Arnold; Marie Taylor against
Edward Taylor; Lewis T. Wilcox against
Alice Wilcox; Perry Hull against W. H*
Ralston; Wm. T. Wade against Lottie B.
Wade- George Brown against David F.
Ewiug.

HOME FOR FRIENDLESS.
This Institution
to
Greatly Improved.

be

Wew Building te be Erect
ed Xear Old Mtruetlire.

Cuba, where he joined the Coban army.
Wishon was quite famous for a time, as Miss Amy Fairchild is the Hostess of a
A Number of Divorce Cases are
The Entire institution to be Heated
Bloody Fight on C., A. & C. Train
all the papers in the country bad the pic
Heard—Silas Workman’s Motion for
by Steam—It Will Require $2,500
Charming Salamagundi
PartySaturday Night—Mrs. Kemple Falls
ture of the brave captain and bis company
a New Trial Is Overruled and Sen
to Make the Improvements Complete
Crowd of N. Main Street People at
of volunteers. After the excitement ot war
Through a Hay Wagon—Child of
tence Passed, but is Suspended Pend
—There are Now Twenty-Nine iuRogers’ Lake—Personal Mention of
palled on him, he returned to this country
George Washington Badly Scalded
ing; Appeal to Circuit Court.
mates of the Institution.
Visitors Within Our City.
and
got
into
trouble.
—Utica Men in Trouble.
Wishon has been a bnrglar, counterfeiter,
Cuban soldier, hebo and all around crimi
The May term of Court came to a close
Through the kindness and influence of
A very pretty home wedding was solemn
— Campaign Banner only 35 cents.
The Knox teachers will hold their twenty- nal in his eventful life snd the authorities ized Wednesday evening at the home of the
Wednesday and was adjourned by Judge
Hon. Charles Cooper, the Home tor Friend
— Retail price: Butter, 121; eggs, 121.
seventh annual session iu this city, August hope that he will consent to sink out of bride's mother, Mrs. Mary Elliott, North
less Children, in the northern part of the
Waight. He expects to hold a short session
3 to 7, inclusive These intellectual gather public notice for a time.
— The Banner until after the election for
city, is to be improved. This institution is
daring the last of August, when a number
Gay street. The bride, Miss Anna Martin,
15 cents.
ings have cotue to be looked forward to with
fondly cherished by the old gentleman, who
of sales will be confirmed.
is one of Mt. Vernon's most accomplished
considerable pleasure by the teaching
— Get up clubs for the campaign Banner
alwajs leads any movement looking toils
ENCAMPMENT ORDERS.
MARRIAGE LICENSES.
young ladies, and the groom, Mr. Frank
FORMER KNOX COUNTY CITIZEN.
public.
-only 35 cents until after the election.
aid. There are now twenty-nine little
U. F. Fudge and Anna E. Martin.
DIVORCE GRIND.
Fudge,
one
of
the
risirg
young
men
of
Simon Lybarger, who died in Cherry dale,
The School Examiners ot Knox county How the Soldier Boys Will Spend the Muncie, Ind. The house was handsomely
— Who will get up the largest club for
orphans being cared for there, though at
The divorce case of Telia Craven against
Marquis M. DeWitt and Sadie House.
WEEKLY CROP BULLETIN
Time in Camp.
he campaign Banner ? The price has been Katins, July 3, was born in Harrison believe that a*tendance at the sessions of
times this number is slightly increased.
Walter Craven came up for hearing Tues
decorated, the arch between the parlors
Orders for the Ohio National Guard en
Jut at the cost of printing it—only 35 cents township, this county, April 1, 1821. He the Annual Teachers’ Institute is essential
They are cared for after an excellent man
day and a decision reached. By its terms
where
the
bridal
party
stood,
being
draped
DEEDS
BECORDED.
Merchant Policeman, Mique O'Brien was married to Laura Lorain Foot Jau. 6, to the success of every teacher and “would campment, which begins at Cleveland on in trailing vines and dainty white Bowers Showing the Condition of Crops Mrs. Craven is given divorce and $350 ali
ner, but it has become apparent lately that
John
S.
Gotshall
to
Margaret
Hughes,
lot
•aa ftO^assistant. It's Mique O'Brien Jr, 1847, moved to DeKalb county. Ind, in be” teacher in this bounty, and that in the Monday, have been issued from the Adjut and a beautiful wedding bell of rose gera
Throughout this Section.
the institution lacked safety from fire and
mony.
3
in
Osborne's
Addition,
$1,800.
1850,
from
there
to
Kankakee
County,
Id.,
ant
General's
department
es
follows:
interchange of thought, iu association with
:hree (lays old and weighs twelve pounds, if
Neva P. Jacobs, daughter of Captain and
was badly cramped for facilities. Hon.
Following is the crop report for that sec
nium leaves and delicate flowers was sus
J
R
Hancock
to
Wm
Hancock,
20
acres
in
1854,
moved
to
Cole
county,
Mo.,
in
the
1’e plaze.
In commemoration of the centennial of pended from the center. Promptly at 8 tion of Ohio of which Knox county is a Mis. O. G. Daniels, was given a decree of
their equals and their superiors, teachers
Charles Cooper, with his characteristic
in
Clay,
$300.
The Knights of the Golden Eagle to the year I860, went to Kansas in the fall of get that polish and educational enthusiasm the founding cfihecity of Cleveland and o’clock, to the strains of Mendelsohn's part, for week ending Monday:
separation from John D. Jacobs, Monday.
Chas S Sapp, Sheriff, to Lydia L Tappan, push, set about to complete the improve
lumber of several hundred came over from 1869, from there to McDonald county, Mo., which cannot be obtained in seclusion, and and in honor of the pioneer and patriot wedding march, rendered by Mrs. W. C.
ments.
Middle 8ection: The week opened up She was also given the custody of the land in Gambier, $375.
in
18s0,
then
came
to
Monteomery
ounly,
wbicii is so necessary to make a fully after whom said city is named, the camp of Scribner, the bridal party took its position fair and warm, followed on the 15 by cool, child.
x-ulurnbus Saturday, and picniced at Lake
It was decided to put in a system of
Chas
II
Bagnall
to
Chas
Hawn,
II
acres
Kansas in 1892 where he his since lived. roundel character. Credit for such attend the Ohio National Guard to be held at that
cloudy weather and frequent showers. The
Hiawatha Park.
steam heating all over the buildings, there
beneath the wedding bell where the young average maximum temperature for the week
The suit of Hetty Hildreth against Frank io Union, $50.
He
was
the
father
of
nine
children
of
whom
place,
three
miles
west
of
the
public
square
ance
will
be
given
each
teacher
when
he
The attention of our readers is called
couple were united in the holy bonds of was 82 degrees; the ruiuimun, 62 degrees. Hildreth, has been settled and the proceed
Chas 8 Sapp, Sheriff, to Mary A Wade, by removing all danger of fire possible.
Io a notice in another column, concerning two are dead. He j lined the Christian applies for a license to teach. The follow from July 27th to August 6tb, inclusive, is matrimony by the Rev. W- J. Turner, of the The average precipitation for the week was ings for divoree dismissed.
No one can contemplate without a shudder
30
acres in Miller,$880.
the running at large of dogs. The Mayor church in 1876. He died July 3 and his ing lias been issued by the officers of the named and dedicated Camp Cleveland, and Congregational church. The bride was be 1.04 inches- Harvesting nearly completed,
the effects of a conflagration in an institu
J
T
Whitworth
extr,
to
Sarah
A
Welshfuneral was preached by Rev. Atwood Io a Institute:
will be known and designated accordingly.
with the exception of oats, which have
has ordered all such to be shot.
comingly attired in a white silk wedding been delayed by unfavorable weather. Oats
WORKMAN SENTENCED.
undivided 1 of of lot 260 in Walkers addi tion filled with children. Then, too, it was
large
concourse
of
pevple
in
the
Christian
The
following
hours
of
daily
service
and
— The report of the B. A O. relief depart*
necessary to erect another building for
gown with white chiffon trimmings, while generally well beaded, but full of smut and
The motion of Silas Workman for a new tion, $>50.
roll calls will be observed during >ai<l en
ment for February, just issued, shows an church July 4, at 10 a. m., and the body
increased accommodations. The building
the maid of honor, Miss Fudge, was charm- badly tangled where it grew too rank, and trial was overruled Monday, by Judge
INSTRUCTORSEdward
A
Berry
to
John
J
Feeny,
lot
16
campment.
some fields are damaged by armj’ worms
expenditure of $34,<>65.42, of which $4,420 33 placed in the cemetery east of the city. He
will merely be an addition to the one al
Hon. O. T. Corson—State School Com Reveille ................. -.................... 5:30 a. m. ing in pale green chiffon over green silk. and grasshoppers Corn growing rapidly, Waight, and a sentence of one year in the in McFarlands addition.
had been sick for several weeks Father
was on the Trans Ohio division.
ready standing, and will be situated at its
penitentiary imposed. Workman gave
The
best
man
was
Mr.Cbarles
Martin,brother
Win
Pryor
to
H
H
Pryor,
15
acres
in
is
now
in
tassel
and
in
need
of
no
further
6.00
a.
m.
missioner
of
Ohio,
will
br
present
one
day.
_
Mess
—
Breakfast
...................
— In addition to spending about $50,000 Lybarger was a kind, loving father and
Some low fields damaged by bond in the sum of $1,000 to stay senteuca Brow n, $500.
northeast corner. It is to be two stories
Mr. Corson needs no introduction to the Surgeons' Call.............................. 6.45 a in of the bride- After congratulations, a deli cultivation.
for a new station at Cleveland the Haiti liked by all who knew him.
Fatigue—police, stable and water 7:00 a- m. cious wedding supper was served to the being flooded. Hay harvest has been de pending his appeal to the Circuit Court.
James M Bell to Susan Moore, 62J in high, twenty by fifty feet. The lower floor
teachers of Knox county, as his ability and Guard
Mounting.......................... 7:30 a m company of favoied guests. Those present layed by wet weather; the crop is light. Workman was convicted of cutting John Clay, $2500.
more & Ohio will spend twice that amount
is to be used for kitchen and dining room,
Clover scarce; young clover growing nicely.
educational worth are well known.
Drill—boots and saddles.............. 8:30 a. m
COXTERXO’S CONCERT
in improving ita docks at that point.
E P Marsh to Mary M Vernon, 71 acres in while the upper floor will be utilized for
..... 10:30 a. m. from abroad were Miss Laura Fudge, Miss Pastures are in good condition. Potato3s Humbert with intent to wound.
Prof
Frank
M.
McMurry
—
Dean
of
Ruall
.................................
— Dr. W. C. Rank, of Newark, has re Highly
sleeping apart meritsAppreciated By a Large School of Pedagogy, Buffalo, N. Y., has First Sergeant’s call............... ........ 11:15 a. m Hattie Fudge, and Miss Allie Fudge, of Al ripening, but are beginning to rot in some
Monroe, $2050.
ceived his commission from Columbus ap
Mess - Dinner...................... ........ 11:30 a. m. bany, Ind , Mies Mary Keene, of Columbus, localities. Buckwheat coming up. Gardens
To make these improvements will re
MBS. MYERS WANTS A DIVORCE.
Crowd at the Park.
W B Pelton, extr., to Hannon J DeBolt
been
secured
as
one
of
the
instructors
and"
growing
rapidly.
Early
peaches
and
apples
.......
1:00
p.
m.
School
.................................
pointing him assistant surgeon of the Seven
Cynthia L- Myers has begun suit against 40 acres in Liberty, $600.
require $2,500. Mr. Cooper headed the list
Conterno's band gave a highly enjoyable will give instruction in Pedagogy, Civics, Drill—boo*s and saddles...... ........ 2:30 p. m. Miss Crist, of Delaware, Mr. and Mrs. Hart, being picked. Some threshing done; wheat
teenth Regiment, O. N- G., with rauk of ooncert to a large and appreciative audience
ith a subscription for $500; by a proviso in
Mary J Fletcher to D F Cunningham, 15
Recall—stable and water... ....... 4:00 p. m- of Gambier, Mrs. E.U. McCloy aud daughter yielding poorly and rye very good. Fraits George W. Myers for divorce. She also
Geography, and Literature.
captain.
generally fair.’ Apples dropping in some brings suit against George W- Myers and acres in Brown, $500.
, ...... 5:00 p. m. Nellie, of Mansfield.
the
will of D. C- Montgomery, $500 is also
Mess
—
Supper
.....................
of several thousand people, at Lake Hia
Prof. McMurry is one of the leading
localities.
— Mrs. Kemple, residing in the West end, watha Park, Monday evening. A drizzling
Parade ................................ ....... 6:00 p. m.
given to the same purpose. Then he started
Wm. C. Myers, for injunction. She charges
educators
in
the
United
States,
and
his
.......
Sunset.
Retreat
...........................................
fell through a hay wagon Saturday even* rain throughout the day male the grounds
popular subscription and C. G- Cooper
Miss Amy Fairchild was the charming
Mr. Myers with extreme cruelty in that
THE COOPER LOTS.
Band Coucsrt..................... . ........ 7:00 p m.
NEW POSTAL ORDER
ing and sustained a compound fracture disagreeable and prevented many from work will be of the highest order.
.......10:00
p.
rn.
hostess
of
a
very
delightful
“
Salmagundi
”
be
called
her
vile
and
unchaste
names,
on
gave
$100, F- L. Fairchild gave $100, J. S.
Tattoo
..................................
Supt. I. P. Sharkey, of E-rion, Ohio, will
with dislocation, of the left tibia, near the going out. The band gave an open air
Taps..................................... ....... 10:30p. in. party Wednesday evening in honor of her
July 13, 189G. She also claims that he false Allotment to be Made This Afternoon Ringwalt gave $50, Hon. H- H. Greer gave
instruct
in
Arithmetic,
History,
Orthog

in Kirk Hall.
ankle
Assembly of trumpeters will be sounded guest, Miss Pelton. The prizes were won Concerning the Carrying of Railway ly accused her of having committed adul
$100. This is as far as he had proceeded
concert in the afteruoon and another in the
Mail Over Connecting Lines.
The distribution of the Cooper lots will with the list when seen by the Banker,
— A young son of Harry Hills, of Gam evening followed by the grand musical raphy, and Grammar. Prof. Sharkey is ten minutes before all stated calls, except by Miss Mae Braddock and Mr. Ed. Mc
tery
with
divers
persons.
She
also
charges
be
made
in
Kirk
ball
this
afternoon
at
one
bier, while playing with some companions. spectacle, “Battles of Our Nation.” It re Superintendent of the Eaton. Ohio, Schools, reveille aud dress parade, which will be 15 Cormick. Delicious refreshments were
Transportation officials of local lines are that George W., and Wmi C. Myers are
although it has probably been augmented
Monday, accidentally struck the back ot cites the stirring scenes incident to the and is a member of our State Board of minutes before.
served and a truly enjoyable evening was still cogitating over the order of the Post joint owners of a tract of land in Milford o'clock. The plan adopted is eminently by this time.
School
Examiners.
He
is
one
of
the
fore

his left hand with the blade of a hatchet, Revolution, down to the surrender of Lee
Sunday inspection will take place at 8 a. spent by the twenty-four guests present.
master General relative to the transporta township, which they are about to encutn fair and impartial in every respect. There
most educators of Ohio, and is recognized
severing the tendons.
m. and divine service at such hours as may
tion of railway mail, but are gradually ber. She prays for divorie, alimony and are about a dezen different classes of lota
-For the Knights and Ladies of the
at Appomatox, and the review of the Grand as one of the best institute instructors.
For each of these lots there will be a card Maccabees' picnic, Silver Lake, Thursday, •
— Lieutenant Lanning Parsons, son of Army of the Republic, in Washington. The
be designated by commanding officers of
A large crowd of North Main street peo coming to the opinion that the order does injunction.
Hon.
E.
O.
Randall,
of
Columbus,
Su

Dr. Parsons, ot Brink Haven, recenlly production throughout was interwoven
bearing its number, sealed in a plain envel July 30, 1K96, tbe C., A. A C. railway will
regiments. There will be no drills on Sun ple, including Mr. and Mrs- A. L. Stauffer not contemplate the abolition of such mail
ope In another box will the names of the sell excursion tickets to Silver Lake and
graduated with honors from West Point, with the national airs and battle songs of preme Court Reporter of Ohio. Mi. Ran day.
over the one line but it must not be sent
and
family,
Mrs.Clara
Gordon
and
children,
CHARGES n.ABITUAL DRUNKENNESS.
has been assigned to the Ninth Cavalry tb6 Republic Uncle Dan Emmett, the au dall is an educated, talented gentleman, a
subscribers. A name and a ticket will be
Miss Stella Mitchell, Mr. and Mrs. Dan M. over connecting lines without paying post
Lillie Hissong, a resident of Brandon drawn simultaneously from the two boxes, return, at rate of $1 from all stations, Co
popular lecturer, and is one of Ohio’s grand
stationed at Salt Lake City, Utah.
age.
It
seems
that
at
the
Chicago
confer

lumbus to Kilbuck, inclusive. Tickets
Park
and
family,
Mr.
Beck,
Elizabeth
Taft,
thor of “Dixie,” occupied a promiuent seat
COOPER LOTS ANNEXED.
seeks separation from Charles llissong.
— The Millersburg School Board has aud wbeu that air was reached.(he audience men of ihe platform.
Nannie Fawcett, Fred Wells, of Zanesville, ence of the general managers of 41 lines a Her petition recites the fact of their marri and tbe lot so drawn will be assigned to sold at Mt. Vernon good going only on
Miss
Maud
Nicholson,
of
Bellaire,
Ohio,
the person whose name appears on the special train, leaving Mt. Vernon at 8:18 a.
chosen Prof. 8. II. Maharry, of Centerburg, gave rounds of applause. The Vance Ca
Adjourned Session of City Council, and others, are camping out at Rogers’ committee was appointed to confer with
age, October 12, 1887. She charges that on
superintendent of schools, Vice Prof. J. A. dets, under command of Captain George B wiL he present and conduct the music. Miss
Held Friday Evening.
the postal department and secure a modifi May 16, 1896, and at divers times for three card. Blank deeds and contracts have been m., and good returning on special train,
lake.
McDowell, resigned. Prof. McDowell is a Kelly, were in attendance, and added much Nicholson is a favorite of the teachers of
prepared and a number of assistants en
An adjourned session of Council was held
cation or at least a clearer interpretation of
this county, and her instruction will not Friday evening, at which the following
ears prior thereto, be has been guilty of gaged in order that the deeds and contracts leaving the lake at 6.30 p. m.
candidate for Congress on the Democratic to thetealism of the scenes.
the order which has caused so much un
— On Sunday July 26, the C , A. AC.
Mr.
Frank
E.
Falk
spent
Sunday
with
his
extreme ciuelty, caused by habitua may be exeeuted without delay. The School
only be pleasiug, but will be educational as tnemebers were present: Messrs. Coe,
fcticket.
easiness in railway circles. While the
rail way will run another cheap excursion
The musicians were profuse in their well.
sister, in Akron.
drunkenness.
That
on
the
date
above
* —A couple of Utica young men hired a praise of Manager Chase for the treatment
Thayer, Bogardus, Collins, McFeely, Ste
Special train will leave
Col- Tom Hannegan, of Akron, visited Chicago meeting was in progress, however, mentioned, he drove her from their home Board has decided to take four lots and to Columbus.
horse and buggy and went to Newark to see accorded them- After the close of the con
they will be lots 105, 106, 107 and 108, or Hudson at 6 a. m., Mt. Vernon at 9 a. m-;
phens, Meyers and Larimore. The object his parents in this city, Sunday.
a conference was beiDgheld in Washington
and called her vile and indecent names
Buffalo Bill’s Wild West. As they were cert, Manager Chase inaugurated a new
of the meeting was to take the preliminary
LECTURES.
Miss Amelia Lovell, of Cleveland, is the with the Postmaster General,who expressed She prays for divorce and custody of child lots 105, 106, 90 and 91. It is requested that returning will leave Columbus at 6:30 p. m.
^.returning home in the evening, their horse method of transporting the crowds back to
all subssribers be present at the drawing.
pretty much the views of the managers as
Tickets will also be good returning on train
The evening entertainments will be held steps toward accepting the proposed Park guest of her sister, Mrs- John Sapp.
stumbled and fell breaking one of his legs the city. All the gates were locked with in the Disciple Church, E.«st Vine street. and Riverside additions.
No. 27, leaving Columbus at midnight same
Mrs. C. G. Snow and children are visiting sembled in Chicago, viz : that it was proper
NEW CASESKings' Daughters.
The animal was shot.
A petition, signed by the C. A G. Cooper Prof. F. E Snow, and family, of Ada, O.
for the companies to handle their own cor
day. There will be a ball game between
the exception of one. Just a sufficient No admission fee will be charge 1. Teachers
The Provident Life snd Trust Co., of
All tbe circles of Kings’ Daughters in Columbus and St. Paul teams on that data.
— J. Heinrich, of Jelloway. was in the number were allowed to pass out to fill the and all friends of the cause of eduction are Co , praying for the vacation of West street
Dr. John E. Russell went to Junction respondence with employes over their own
city Monday in the interests of the People's carb waiting. As soon as these cars had expected to be present. Miss Nicholson between Sugar and Hamtramck, was read City, Tuesday, to view a case of leprosy.
lines to and from all points on their own Philadelphia, have brought suit against the county of Knox convened at Lake Hia Fare for the round trip, only one dollar.
watha park on Thursday, where a tempting
Telephone Company. He is soliciting sub pulled out, the gate was opened and just wilt conduct the music. Evening sessions by the Clerk.
Mrs Ellen Mills, of Chicago, is the guest lines, without paying postage, but that it John R., and Elizabesb Hancock, for per
scribers for a proposed line from Mt. Ver enough to fill the incoming cars were then will open at 7:45.
On motion of Mr. McFeely the petition of Mrs. O- W. Hubbell, W. High street.
was not proper to handle mail from con serial judgment for $6,300, on promissory dinner was served at 1 o’clock. Miss Hess,
non to Loudonville, passing through De allowed to pass out. Thia obviated any
was received and filed and the Clerk ordered
Miss Gertrude Coon, of Cleveland, is the necting lines or to conduct a business ot notes secured by mortgage on land in Clay of Columbus, State Secretary of the
TUESDAY EVENING, AUGUST 4.
King's Daughters, was here and delivered a
mocracy and Jelloway.
to give notice of said petition in the manner guest of Rev. W. C. Endley and family.
mail exchange. The Postmaster General township.
rush to get on the cars and also prevented
Supt. J. P. Sharkey. Subject—The World required by law.
Royal Bartlett brought replevin proceed pleasing and eloquent a idress in the after
— Mr. George L. Chilcote, treasurer of the them from being overloaded, enabling the
stated that a large volume of mail of the
Mrs.
Fred
Flick
and
son,
Harold,
are
the
500 Waists. Reduction
Newark Tribune Co , was found dead in his cars to make better time. The crowd was About Us.
Mr. McFeely, for the Fire Committee, guests of Miss Nellie McCune, of Newark
private car companies, the trunk lines, the ings in Court Monday, against Samuel Bart noon and reports were read from each circle
WEDNESDAY EVENING, AUGUST 5.
in
the
county.
Utica,
Gambier,Mount
Ver

lett,
to
recover
one
brown
mare
and
har

office, last week. He attended the Buffalo rapidly returned borne without any acci
one-half
to one-fourth.
presented a petition signed by the members
stock
car
companies
and
others
had
been
Mrs. John Sapp has returned home after
non and a large number of circles through
Bill show the evening before with a party dents.
Prof. Frank M. McMurry. Subject—Is of the Fire Department, asking that each
pleasant visit with her parents in Cleve sent over the lines as railway mail, and the ness.
out the country were represented.
of friends, and stopped in the office on his
member be granted one afternoon and even land.
government had determined to put a stop
There a New Education?
way home. Apoplexy was tl^e cause.
PBOUATE COURT NEWS.
HERMAN WEIDNER’S DEATH.
ing off duty each week. Not more than
to
it
and
to
require
postage
for
all
mail
han

THURSDAY EVENING, *AUGUST 6.
Mr. Fred French, of the Daily News, has
— The Ulery family of Knox and Morrow
— Captain Thomas A. Blackford, for tli
Celia Pumphrey has filed her answer to
Watches From $1.50 Ip*
one member is to be off duty at a time, be
dled over connecting lines. The increased
Hon. E. O. Randall. Subject—The Re is not to leave the c’ty limits and return been off duty this week on account of sick weight ot such mail would briDg increased the petition of C. W- McKee, assignee of counties will hold their fourth annual re
past three years Commandant at Kenyon Found Hanging in the Telegraph
ness.
Call and see what you can
Office at Lodi—Mysterious Death.
suit of Republics.
union in the grove on Mr. Eugene Ulery’s
Military Academy, has tendered his resigna
not later than ten o’clock at night. Io case
Mr. Lee Russell, who has been the guest compensation to the railroads handling the llva O. McKee.
Last
Fri
lay
moruiug
the
dead
body
of
buy
for little money in
tion to accept the position of Commandant
A certificate of citizenship has been issued farm in Clay township, Thursday, August
he leaves the city, lie is to provide an extra of Dr. John K. Russell, returned to Chicago mails.
20.
An
address
will
be
delivered
by
Mr
and Professor of Mathematics at Chelten Herman Weidner was found hanging in the
to
Albert
Sheasby,
a
native
of
England.
Gents'
or Ladies’ Watches
fireman
to
be
on
duty
at
the
eDgine
house.
NOTES.
today.
ham Military Institute, near Philadelphia. W. ALE. telegraph office at Lodi, where
Mrs. Sarah Kilby was discharged upon Eugene Ulery.
A motion to grant the request was with
A NEW SOCIETY.
at
F.
A.
Clough & Co.’s.
The
Kokosing
Club
will
give
the
last
of
No
teacher
or
“
would-be
teacher
”
who
— A small child of George Washington, he was employed as night operator. He
their serial dances at the Park Thursday An Order of the Brotherhood of St. the insanity charges preferred by Arthur
expects to teach in the county can afford to drawn until next meeting.
had
takeu
a
train
order
at
3
a.
m.,
all
right,
white, residing on W. Madison street, was
Kirby, her husbandLOCAL NOTICES.
On motion of Mr. Larimore, the City evening.
be absent. All advanced pupils, whether
Andrew Established in This City.
painfully scalded about the arms and but soon after When the dispatcher called
Wm. N. Miller, trustee of Margaret Mil
Engin.er and Sewer Committee were in
Mrs.
W.
B.
Russell
returned
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Prof- and Mrs. Robert Wilson, ot Beaver
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STATEMENT FROM PRES. PIERCE The information comes from an authentic
week's visit with friends hereA. Bope, Samuel H. Peterman, J. V. Elder
pressed by the citizens of 8. Vernon and SOUTH MAIN STREET ROBBERY
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source and cannot be questioned. For some
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— The talk of the Pennsylvania securing the back yard, where they were found on president, volunteer aud as martyr to the It is understood that be would be glad to Fred Clough, East Lamartine street, by
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number of friends.
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road men that the Pennsylvania is making according to the best information obtain
health, to assume all the duties of looking
C. W. Koons,
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to Cleveland Wednesday, to attend the
Superintendent
no effort to get it- In regard to the control able. Mrs. Murphy, wife of Capt. M. M. be. Three years ego I delivered the address after the property. In order to recuperate
Northern Ohio Editorial Association.
All the new colors in window shade3.
of the road, Vite President Bradbury, of Murphy, who resides in apartments in the at the grave myself, and a year ago opened his health Mr. Mills is about to take a trip
Tbecontestat Millwood was exceedingly
the
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with
prayer.
Different
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Mrs. Charles Seeberger and daughter, Lu good, Miss Verna Hawn being the success New lace decorations. Wall shades,
Call and be convinced that you can
- the Lake Erie A Western, Rays: “This adjoining building, heard the noise about
to Europe in company with Mr. C- Morris
all sizes and at the lowest prices. You buy more goods and better quantity for
company owns the stock, and tlie only way that hour, but attributed it toother sources. feasors have performed these services at of Cleveland, one of the directors of the cia, who have been the guests of Mr. and ful contestant.
will save money by buying these at the money, than any grocery store in
various times and always gladly.
Mrs. Heary L. Curtis, at Round Hill for
the Pennsylvania can get it iB to purchase it
company.
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—The Cleveland,Akron A Columbus had
Rev. A. Eftioger.of Creighton University
A. R. Welker who has been living
Among the new corporations authorized were present at flie exercises this year, for the Hocking Valley, left here Thursday
See the new decorations in Porcelain
Omaha, was the guest last week of Rev. L these parts this summer, returned to the
about 450 people on the excursion to Cleve
Dinner Ware at Frank L. Beam’s.
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Northwestern Railroad Company, with
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^gabout the same number on a line excursion headquarters at Cleveland. The incorpora St. Andtew was at that time in session at with other directors in New York, transact the annual retreat to the Sisters of Charity
Miss Ina Gamble visited here last week.
Special|Bargain Counters for July at
Gambier as the guest of the college. Conto Cleveland. .1 good run was made to tors are Messrs. Frank L Lyon, Charles N.
ed the business which made Mr. Monsarrat Twenty-two sisters were present from
Frank L. Beam’s.
The music at the contest was furnished vinced. Sold by
venrion business prevented my attendance
Warner W. Miller.
Cleveland and a good run back until near Sheldon, William D. Bennett, Gustave
a director in the company and Vice Presi Bellaire, Bridgeport, Circleville, Dennison, by four young ladies of Mt. Vernon.
Brink Haven, when a terrible storm was Runge and Lafayette Kilball. They have a at the evercises at the grave this year, and dent- It is understood that Mr. Monsarrat Martin's Ferry and Shawnee.
Japanese mattings are one ol the
Epworth league meeting has been
See the Big Bargains on Beam’s 10 nicest things of the age. Not like the
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a heavy train on a grade caused the train run from a point in Euclid township, Cuya
absence of Mr. Mills, will be in control of
day evening.
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tary academy, a department of the college,
beautiful and more durable. You can
to come in nearly an hour late.
A party of young people visited Rev. L
hoga county, through Lake, Cuyahoga and took part in the procession, and fired the the property. On the retum of General What is Doing at This Resort —Union
The best Tea and Coffee in the city see the finest line of these goods at With a palm-leaf fan
Manag-tr Mills it is likely that he will be as
A. Edwards at the •’Caves,” one" evening
— Judge Charles H. Kibler, of Newark Summit counties, to the city of Hudson, in salute over President Andrews' gravefor the money, at Warner W. Miller’s ARNOLD’S ever shown, and at prices
Schools Picnic.
signed to traffic affairs at his own solicits
this week.
was renominated for Circuit Judge in this the latter county. It is understood that it
‘You will do me a great favor by oon- tion and with two such officials working in
Ask
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the Fifth Judicial Circuit of Ohio, by the is to be a connecting link for the C„ A. <k tradicting this mattter wherever possible,
The Union Sunday Schools, of Danville,
Stop and see them.
at
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per pound and be convinced.
To the perspiration wipe,
Republican Judicial Convention, held in C. railroad, owned by Senator Brice, be and I shall be glad to assist in any way that harmony the Hocking will be in good Howard, Millwood, Brink Haven and A Handsome Book for a Two Cent
hands.
Stamp. New Publication by
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the Common Pleas Court Room, at Newark, tween Hudson and Cleveland. That line I can.
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and beautiful new styles in Wall Paper
The D. & C. Line.
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er was Temporary Chairman of the con
The Board of Pension Examiners met in
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vention.
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thought that there will be any change in Ray, of Zanesville; Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Detroit and Picturesque Mackinac. It has
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— In the suit to compel the receivers of plicant for original pension, and two for
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tlie Baltimore A Ohio to continue (>aying increase.
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O. first preferred stock, the court is asked to member of Co. D., 163 O. V. I„ was examin Frank H- Hurd’s social relations will not
Moths and Vermin of a! kinds. Sold
There’s no interruption to the
bv Warner W. Miller.
declare the stock a first lien on the gross ed for original peasion.
be found in our columns. Even had the one of the employes has worked hard to trouble go to the Park any afternoon or tours, costs of transportation and hotel
stream ol people who keep our
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that
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could
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soda fountain busy. They say
evening of this week and see Payne's Color fare, etc.
profits of the road and its property and
George E. Tboma, of Jelloway, former statement that the guests had assembled for
that our Soda is the best thirg
Address, A. A. Schantz, G. P. A ,
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Detroit, Mich.
in town.
from payiDg out any part of the earn ngs Welsh, of Monroe Mills, who served in Co- true, we should have considered it the to the matter of the presidency nothing de is a splendid company composed of ten col
of the road, save for necessary operating I., of the 2nd Ohio Heavy Artilley, were grossest discourtesy and unwarrantable in finite is known, but it is thought likely that ored artists, accompanied by the only fe
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— The Pittsburg Post fairly and squarely
ex|>enses, until the claims of the holders examined for increase.
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of preferred stock have been paid.
dead to have copied such an article. But
of minstrelsy, comedy, jubilee singing, aud vention, Bryan and Sewall. It is giving
when taken into consideration that it was a Columbus Dispatch.
Unclaimed Mail Matter.
—A bloody affray, in which one man was
East Side Public Square.
We are displaying the
dancing. You will hear all the latest vocal them loyal support- The Tost is the only
matter
of but a moment to have reached
seriously injured, is reported to have taken
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place oo a Cleveland, Akro t A Columbus matter remaining in the Mt. Vernon Post- either family and have learned the true ty should have the Banner during the cam
With tlie company are Billy Cook, the ways reliable and steadfastly Democratic
facts, it becomes then an act of most un
train near this city Saturday night. The office foi the week ending last Monday :
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Shirt
paign-only 35 cents.
— For St. Luka’s annual picnic at Sapp
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comedian, the Misses Hawkins and Edmon
names of the parties could not be ascer
Mrs. W. D. Bowing, Martha Bryan, Mts. pardonable insult. The families have no
Waist Sets, Silk Guards
son,,_____
world’s famous buck and_ wing
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— The Holmes county Republicans held __
__ D___
tained, but it was stated they boarded the Henry Bullock, Alex Bricker, Orrin M desiie to deny the engagement, but do most
James P. Beatty, C. J. Corniug, emphatically deny the least trace of a dis their county convention on Saturday and J cera, Levy Payne, the popular cornet virtuo- A. <fe C. R'y will sell round trip excursion
with Silver and Gold Slides
train at Mt- Vernon. In the encounter ote Browu,
Wilson Carey. Mrs Newatl Dowds. Geojge honorable act by either Mr- Hurd or the placed in nomination the following ticket: so, and Miss Gertrude Payne, the little song tickets to Danville from all stations, Mil
ever brought to the city, at
man was dangerously cut on the neck. Diabl. Mrs. Nettie Graves. E L. Jinkins,
For that Tired Feeling.
When the train reache 1 Orville, a physician Miss Jennie McDonald, Mrs. Watson Me lady. Again in the article referred to there Probate Judge, J. S- Elder; Commissioner.! bird. Every one can go who will, and to lersburg to Colunrbns inclusive, at rate of
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A Bicycle Tragedy.

[From the London World ]
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